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Comparison of FDTD Algorithms for Subcellular
Modeling of Slots in Shielding Enclosures
Kuang-Ping Ma, Min Li, James L. Drewniak, Member, IEEE, Todd H. Hubing, Senior Member, IEEE,
and Thomas P. Van Doren, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Subcellular modeling of thin slots in the finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method is investigated. Two subcellular algorithms for modeling thin slots with the FDTD method
are compared for application to shielding enclosures in electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). The stability of the algorithms
is investigated, and comparisons between the two methods for
slots in planes, and slots in loaded cavities are made. Results for
scattering from a finite-length slot in an infinite plane employing
one of the algorithms are shown to agree well with published
experimental results, and power delivered to an enclosure with a
slot agree well with results measured for this study.
Index Terms— FDTD, slot.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ADIATION from slots and seams in conducting enclosures is of greater concern in meeting FCC Class A and
B limits as the speed of the electronic designs increases. The
integrity of typical shielding enclosure designs is compromised
by numerous slots and apertures for CD-ROM’s, heat vents,
and input/output (I/O) cables among others. Energy is coupled
through these slots, and radiated to the external environment.
Understanding the coupling mechanisms involving seams and
coupling to nearby attached cables will therefore be important for estimating and reducing electromagnetic interference
(EMI).
The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method has been
widely applied in solving many types of electromagnetic
scattering problems [1], [2]. It possesses the advantages of
simple implementation for relatively complex problems, and
high accuracy. A disadvantage of the FDTD method is that
significant computational resources are expended for modeling
an electrically small object without the aid of special subcellular or multigrid algorithms. Radiation from thin slots in
enclosures, as well as coupling energy from external fields
to the enclosures through a thin slot, fall into this category
because the slot thickness can be much smaller than a desirable grid dimension. In addition to the increased memory
required to fully discretize a thin slot, the run time is also
increased by virtue of a smaller time-step to satisfy the
Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) stability criterion. Several
subcellular thin-slot formalisms (TSF) have been proposed to
circumvent the need for fully gridding a thin slot [3], [4].
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Utilizing these TSF’s, a thin slot segment can be modeled with
a single cell, thereby saving computational resources while
retaining accuracy. Subcellular FDTD thin-slot algorithms
are considered in this paper. Two subcellular TSF algorithms developed by Gilbert and Holland [capacitance-thin-slot
formalisms (C-TSF)] [3], and Riley and Turner [hybrid thinslot algorithm (HTSA)] [4], are briefly summarized. Results
comparing these two TSF’s for plane-wave scattering from
three-dimensional (3-D) finite plates, and loaded cavities are
presented. The C-TSF algorithm proposed by Gilbert and
Holland is employed to model a finite-length slot on an infinite
plane, and the results are compared to published experimental
results. The two subcellular algorithms are also compared to
measured results for power delivered to an enclosure with a
slot. Stability for these two TSF’s is also investigated.
II. FDTD MODELING AND THIN-SLOT
SUBCELLULAR ALGORITHMS
The FDTD method has been used extensively for solving
many electromagnetic scattering problems since its introduction by Yee in 1966. A general discussion of the FDTD method
including finite-difference equations for updating the fields,
domain discretization, numerical dispersion, absorbing boundary conditions, and stability criterion, are readily available in
the literature [1], [2].
Uniform plane-wave scattering from slots in finite and
infinite conducting geometries are of interest in this study.
The incident plane-wave source at infinity must be introduced
into the FDTD algorithm without interfering with the scattered
field. Several methods for implementing an incident plane
wave in the FDTD method are given in the literature [1].
The computational domain must be truncated with absorbing
boundary conditions (ABC’s). While several ABC’s have been
proposed during the last decade, second-order Mur [5], and
Liao [6], and perfectly matched layer (PML) ABC’s [7] are
used in this study. Second-order Mur absorbing boundary
conditions are among the most frequently cited, and work
well in many cases. For one of the cases in this investigation,
it is necessary to place the absorbing boundaries close to
the scatterer because of limited computational resources. Liao
ABC’s are employed in this situation. Due to the inherent instability, Liao ABC’s are used with double-precision
arithmetic, although memory requirements are significantly
increased. A modified form of Liao ABC’s requires only
single-precision arithmetic [8], however, the parameters for the
modified Liao ABC’s are found to be machine-dependent. To
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Fig. 1. FDTD cells around the slot for the C-TSF subcellular algorithm.

ensure maximum stability throughout the simulations without
determining optimal parameters for a modified Liao ABC,
double-precision arithmetic and a small amount of loss are
employed in this study, unless otherwise specified.
There are several choices for plane-wave source implementation and ABC’s. The best choice is often case-dependent.
For simulating 3-D finite objects, a total-field/scattered-field
formulation with Mur ABC’s is used, while for 3-D infinite objects, a scattered-field formulation with modified Liao ABC’s
is employed.
Two different subcellular thin-slot algorithms are employed
for modeling thin slots in enclosures and conducting plates.
The first method introduced by Gilbert and Holland [3],
denoted herein as the C-TSF, is based on a straight-forward
quasi-static approximation. Two-dimensional (2-D) C-TSF results for plane-wave scattering from a slot in an infinite
conducting plane have been shown to agree well with method
of moments (MoM) results. Typical discrepancies of less than
10% can be expected for the field quantities at locations near
but not in the slot region [9]. The Yee cells around a slot
oriented along the -axis are shown in Fig. 1. Employing a
quasi-static approximation for narrow slots, and assuming the
field quantities vary slowly in the -direction, the slot can
be viewed as a coplanar, parallel strip capacitor [3]. The slot
is then modeled by modifying the relative permittivity and
relative permeability in the FDTD algorithm for the electric
and magnetic field components in the slot.
The FDTD C-TSF time-marching equations can be obtained
for the electric field and magnetic field components in the slot
by defining two line integrals, one transverse to the slot, and
the other across the slot. These line integrals can be employed
with the integral form of Maxwell’s equations to obtain
modified FDTD update equations for the field components in
the slot [3]. An extra parameter results in the finite-difference
equation which is the ratio of the two line integrals, and can
be shown to be an effective permittivity for the slot [3]. The
relative permittivity in the slot is then written as [3]

(1)

Fig. 2. FDTD cells around the slot for the HTSA method. The plate is
shorted. The electric fields inside the slot are set to zero, and replaced by
equivalent magnetic currents on either side of the plane.

where
is the parallel strip capacitance per unit length.
The capacitance is evaluated within only one FDTD cell,
and is denoted as the in-cell capacitance. In order to maintain the free-space phase velocity through the slot
, the relative permeability in the slot is given
by (
). Therefore, the electric and magnetic field
components in the slot can be updated by modifying only the
permittivity and permeability in the respective equations as

(2)

(3)
for the slot shown in Fig. 1. The tilde terms are the average
values in and across the slot for the electric and magnetic field
components, respectively. The slot capacitance per unit length
is [9]

(4)

where
is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind,
and
is the slot width. The relative pemittivity is then related
to the slot capacitance by (1).
The integral-equation based HTSA is a more sophisticated
thin-slot algorithm, but is also more complicated to implement
[4]. The HTSA is based on an integro-differential equation in
the frequency domain developed for electromagnetic scattering
from arbitrary slots and apertures in infinite conducting planes
[10]. A section of a perfect electric conducting plate with
a slot, embedded in a Yee mesh, is shown in Fig. 2. An
equivalent problem is developed by shorting the plate and
replacing the slot by an equivalent antenna with radius
for an infinitely thin plate. Then, a time-domain integrodifferential equation relating the magnetic current of the equiv-
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alent antenna to the short-circuit magnetic fields on either side
of the slot is [4]

(5)
,
are the short-circuit
where
fields in Regions 1 and 2, respectively, and is the equivalent
antenna radius. The short-circuit magnetic field in Region
1 for example is the total field obtained in Region 1 as a
result of an incident field scattered from the shorted conducting plane. The total magnetic current
is
; where
,
is
is the electric field
the magnetic current density, and
in the aperture prior to shorting the conducting plane. This
equation is derived based on image theory, and is strictly valid
only for infinite planar conducting plates. However, results
presented in this paper indicate that it works well even for
slots in conducting rectangular enclosures. Equation (5) can
be discretized by expanding the magnetic current with pulse
basis functions in both space and time, then employing central
differences for all differential operators. An explicit finitedifference equation for time-marching the magnetic current
results [4]. The slot is accounted for by appending the magnetic
current to the regular finite difference updating equation as

(6)
where the plus sign is for Region 2, and the minus sign is
for Region 1 as shown in Fig. 2. In this manner, the radiation
from the magnetic current can be incorporated into the FDTD
calculations. It should be noted that the -component of
the electric field in the slot is set to zero, and the slot
is completely accounted for in the FDTD algorithm by an
equivalent magnetic current. This current affects the update
equations for only those magnetic-field components parallel
and adjacent (by one-half cell) to the slot as shown in Fig. 2.
One advantage of the HTSA over the C-TSF is the ability
to model finite thickness slots through the equivalent antenna
radius [11].
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The C-TSF and HTSA subcellular algorithms are implemented with the FDTD method, and numerical results are
presented for 3-D finite plates, 3-D loaded cavities, and a 3-D
infinite perfect electric conducting (pec) plane with a finitelength slot. All pec walls have zero thickness. Two excitations
are used.
1) Gaussian pulse.
2) Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) [12].

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. The geometry of the 3-D infinite conducting plane and the computational domain: (a) geometry, and b) computational domain.

Time-domain responses are converted to frequency-domain
responses using a fast Fourier transform (FFT).
First, scattering from a finite-length slot in a 3-D infinite
pec plane is studied using the C-TSF and HTSA algorithms
to model the slot. This problem is important because MoM,
time-domain MoM, and experimental results are available in
the literature for comparison [12]. The geometry of the plate,
shown in Fig. 3(a), is that employed by Reed and Butler [12].
The ratio of the slot width to length is
. Both
C-TSF and HTSA are used to model the slot. For the CTSF, the relative permittivity is calculated using the coplanar
strip capacitance for the “in-cell” capacitance [9]. For this
case,
, corresponding to
1 mm, and
. A scattered-field formulation and Liao ABC’s are used.
Double-precision arithmetic is employed to avoid the inherent
instability of the Liao ABC’s. Symmetry is exploited to reduce
the memory requirements for the problem. Fig. 3(b) shows the
computational domain when symmetry conditions are applied.
One symmetry plane and one truncation plane are chosen to
reduce the computational domain to approximately 1/4 of the
original size. The truncation plane exploits symmetry along the
direction perpendicular to the slot, and the symmetry plane
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Fig. 4. Time-domain responses of a finite-length slot excited by an EM pulse.

exploits symmetry along the slot axis. However, since the
slot must be included, the truncation plane is not a symmetry
plane. Cubic FDTD cells, 0.5 cm on a side are used. The total
mesh dimensions are 36
44
23 cells in the , , and
directions, respectively. The infinite pec plane is illuminated
by a normally incident, -polarized electromagnetic pulse of
the form [12]
(7)
s and
s. The
where
time step is 8.339 ps, and the time delay
is such that
the pulse starts with approximately zero amplitude. For the
HTSA, the equivalent antenna radius is
mm.
Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the time domain responses for
the C-TSF and HTSA methods for
at a point 5 cm away
from the slot on the shadow side of the plane along the axis. A late-time instability occurs for the HTSA method in
this particular case, while by contrast, the C-TSF algorithm is
stable. The periodicity of the ringing is approximately 1.02 ns
and results from the half-wavelength resonance of the 15 cm
slot. There is a slight time shift between the HTSA and C-TSF
results that occurs as a result of the fundamental differences in
formulation. Extensive comparison with experimental results
have shown that for lower
resonances (
), HTSA
results agree well with measurements, however, there is a
slight shift to higher frequency for the C-TSF results. Typically
the shift is less than 1% depending on the [13]. For highresonances, the agreement of both with measurements is good.
Experimental results for scattering from a finite-length slot
in an “infinite” plane are available in the literature [12]. Only
the C-TSF algorithm is compared with experimental results
because of the late-time instability of the HTSA. The geometry
of the slot is the same as that of the previous case. Cubic FDTD
cells, 0.25 cm on a side are used for better high frequency
resolution, and the total mesh dimensions are (
)
cells in the , , and directions, respectively. The infinite
pec plane is illuminated by a normally incident, -polarized,
sinusoidally modulated electromagnetic pulse of the form

(8)

Fig. 5. Comparison between experimental results and the results for a
finite-length slot in an infinite conducting plane modeled by C-TSF for a
normally incident plane wave.

where
can be adjusted to shift the center frequency of the
excitation. The time step is 4.169 ps. The slot length is 15
cm, and the slot width for this case is 1 mm. The FDTD
cell size is reduced to half of that for the previous case,
so the corresponding
is 1.4983. The other parameters are
the same as those of the previous case, and a scattered-field
formulation with modified Liao ABC’s is used. A moderately
narrow-band EM pulse is employed, and several executions
with increasing
are run to obtain the frequency response
up to 10 GHz. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between FDTD
results and published measured results [12]. The comparison
is good up to approximately 5 GHz. Since the FDTD cells
being used are 0.25 cm, the frequency at which
is 5 GHz. Above 5 GHz the discretization becomes coarse,
and discrepancies result. C-TSF results are compared with
published results in Fig. 6 for the same problem, with the
uniform plane-wave excitation incident at
60 , where
is the angle from the -axis. The agreement is good up
to 3 GHz, however, from 3–10 GHz there are discrepancies.
While the FDTD simulations agree well with the resonance at
5 GHz, from 3–5 GHz, the agreement is not as good as for
normal incidence in this frequency range. There are several
possibilities for the difference in agreement for the two cases.
The in-cell capacitance for the C-TSF method could possibly
be somewhat dependent on incident angle. FDTD numerical
grid dispersion could contribute, and measurement error may
be a factor.
A thin slot in a finite plate with dimensions shown in Fig. 7
is also modeled. Both the C-TSF and HTSA algorithms are
employed to model the slot. For this case,
0.004 cm,
corresponding to
4.6141, and the equivalent antenna
radius is 0.001 cm for the HTSA. Cubic FDTD cells, 1
cm on a side are used, and the total mesh dimensions are 49
49
50 cells in the , , and directions, respectively.
The plate is illuminated by a -polarized uniform plane wave
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Fig. 6. Comparison between experimental results and the results for a
finite-length slot in an infinite conducting plane modeled by C-TSF. The angle
60 .
of the incident plane wave is 

=

with a Gaussian-pulse temporal variation given by
(9)
where
s, and
s.
The time step is 16.678 ps. The time delay is chosen to
allow the pulse to start with approximately zero amplitude.
A total-field/scattered-field formulation is used to implement
the source [1]. Second-order Mur ABC’s are employed for
surface boundary components, and first-order Mur ABC’s for
boundary edge locations. Single-precision arithmetic is used
for this case. The time-domain response for the -component
of the electric field immediately adjacent to, and centered on
the slot for both the C-TSF and HTSA computations is shown
in Fig. 8(a). The comparison is in general good, however, there
are small phase and amplitude differences. The corresponding
frequency-domain response is shown in Fig. 8(b), where a
slight difference in the resonance frequency of the slot is
apparent.
A loaded rectangular cavity with a single slot is also
modeled employing both the C-TSF and HTSA subcellular
algorithms for the slot. The cavity dimensions are shown in
Fig. 9 [4]. All the relevant FDTD parameters for the mesh
dimensions, computational domain, and excitation are the
same as those employed for modeling the previous 3-D finite
plate. The cavity is loaded by a conducting wire terminated
with a 50
resistor at either end. The conducting wire is
modeled with a Yee cell by setting the tangential electric
field along the wire axis to zero within a Yee cell. The
resistors are modeled with a subcellular algorithm reported
in [14]. The current induced on the wire at the cavity center is
calculated from Ampere’s law. Time-domain results are shown
in Fig. 10(a), and the magnitude of the Fourier transform is
given in Fig. 10(b). The agreement between the two methods
is again good. The first, third, fourth, and fifth peaks are cavity

Fig. 7. The geometry of the 3-D finite plate.

resonances. The first null occurring at approximately 1.8 GHz
is due to the wire resonance. The second peak is the slot halfwavelength resonance. The discrepancies in amplitude and
frequency between the C-TSF and HTSA results for the slot
resonance between 1.5 and 1.75 GHz are similar to those of
the previous 3-D plate case, as shown in Fig. 8(b).
IV. ENCLOSURE MODELING—FDTD

AND

MEASUREMENTS

The C-TSF and HTSA algorithms are employed in this
section for modeling thin slots in an enclosure, and FDTD
results are compared to measurements for power delivered to
an enclosure with a slot. The geometry of the experimental
conducting enclosure is shown in Fig. 11. The cavity is fed
with a 50
coaxial cable probe through a type-N bulkhead
connector, which is bonded to the enclosure 360 around its
periphery. The center conductor of the probe is extended across
the cavity with a 0.16 cm diameter wire, and terminated on
the opposite cavity wall with a 1206 package size surfacemount (SMT) 47 resistor soldered to copper tape. The feed
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Ez sampled in the shadow region immediately adjacent to the slot
for (a) time-domain results and (b) FFT results.

is located at
17 cm,
14 cm,
15 cm. The
SMT resistor is characterized with an HP4291A Impedance
with
Analyzer, and is a constant
of reactance over the frequency range of measurement. A
Wiltron 37 247A network analyzer is employed to measure
, and the real power delivered by
the reflection coefficient
the source is calculated from the 1-port measurements. The
power available from the source is 2.5 mW.
The enclosure is constructed of five pieces of 0.635-cm thick
aluminum, and one plate of 0.05 cm thick aluminum for the
face containing the slot. The slot is located in the face of the
termination and 5.5 cm away from the edge of the cavity.
14 cm
The inside dimensions of the enclosure are 22 cm
30 cm. Copper tape with conductive adhesive is used to
electromagnetically seal the seams. The frequency range of the
measurements is 600 MHz–1.6 GHz in order to excite several
cavity modes, slot modes, and the feed-probe TEM mode [13].
The feed probe is modeled by a simple voltage source
with 50
resistance incorporated into a single FDTD cell
at the feed point. The magnetic fields circling the source are
modeled in the same fashion as a thin wire to give the crosssection of the source specified physical dimensions [15]. The
resistor is modeled as a lumped element using a subcellular
algorithm [14]. The width of the SMT is approximately that
of the probe wire diameter, and the physical cross-section
dimensions are modeled with the same diameter as that of
the probe wire by modifying the magnetic field components
circling the SMT in the same fashion as for the source.

Fig. 9. The geometry of the loaded cavity.

PML absorbing boundary conditions are employed for the 3-D
simulations [7].
A sinusoidally modulated pseudo-Gaussian pulse is employed as the excitation. The source voltage as a function of
time is

(10)
and
are the designated starting and stopping
where
frequencies of the simulated bandwidth, respectively, and
and
are constants (
and
). This timevariation and constants are chosen for the frequency range
from 0.6–1.6 GHz so that the temporal pulse is greater than
two orders of magnitude below the maximum at the beginning
and end of the pulse. Also the dc component of the transformed
signal is greater than five orders of magnitude less than the
and
. The
signal level at the bandwidth boundaries
argument in the modulating cosine is chosen to shift the pulse
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(a)

Fig. 12. Comparison of experimental and FDTD results for the configuration
in Fig. 11.

(b)
Fig. 10. Time and frequency domain responses for the current induced on
the wire in the loaded cavity.

Fig. 11. Shielding enclosure geometry for comparison of FDTD and measured results.

in frequency to the center of the desired bandwidth
.
across the source and
The time-history of the voltage
through the source are
source impedance, and the current
stored, and an FFT is employed to obtain frequency-domain
quantities.
A cell size of 1.0 0.5 1.0 cm and a time step of 8.3333
ps are employed for the C-TSF simulations. Finer discretization along the -direction is used in order to better model the
spatial extent of the SMT load resistor. No instabilities are
encountered in the C-TSF simulations.
The HTSA subcellular algorithm for modeling the thin slot
is also compared to C-TSF and measurements. HTSA, while
more complicated to implement than C-TSF, has the advantage

that it is inherently 3-D, and the slot depth is modeled by
, where denotes the equivalent antenna
radius and
is the slot width [4]. A cell size of 1.0
0.5
1.0 cm and a time step of 8.3333 ps, as employed in the
C-TSF simulations, result in instabilities. The reason is that
the subdivision of the HTSA grid for the slot by a factor of
two gives a
0.5 cm along the axis of slot ( is the
discretization of the slot in HTSA). Thus, the requirement that
in HTSA [4] is not valid for a time step of 8.3333
ps [16]. So a cubic cell of 1
1
1 cm and time step of
16.6667 ps are employed. Instabilities still occur in the HTSA
simulations because the width of the slot (
0.1 cm) is
on the order of the spatial step (
0.5 cm) used in the
transient integral equation in HTSA [16]. Before the onset of
instability, time can be incremented for 2000 time steps if no
slot depth is incorporated, and 3500 time steps if the slot depth
of 0.05 cm is incorporated. In the latter case, the equivalent
antenna radius is reduced by 39%. The length of the FDTD
time histories is extrapolated to 8000 time steps using Prony’s
method [17].
The results of measurements and simulations for the real
power delivered to the enclosure by the source are shown in
Fig. 12. The slot depth of 0.05 cm is included in the HTSA
simulation. The agreement is generally good. The wall loss
is not included in the FDTD simulations and is negligible
because the terminating resistor is a much more significant loss
mechanism than the wall loss for the configuration investigated
[13]. Since the feed-probe wire is along the -direction, the
-component of the electric field is excited, while the component of the magnetic field is suppressed, i.e., only TM
cavity modes are excited by the probe wire. Resonances at
0.97 and 1.45 GHz correspond to the TM
and TM
modes, respectively. They are 13 and 7% higher than the
frequencies of ideal cavity resonances. When the slot is eliminated, both measurements and simulations show that these
two cavity resonances are at 0.98 and 1.45 GHz, respectively.
The resonance at 1.05 GHz is a result of the terminated feed
probe, and corresponds to a TEM mode [13]. The resonances
at 1.13, 1.27, and 1.37 GHz are due to the slot because they
disappear in both the experiments and simulations when the
slot is eliminated.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of HTSA and C-TSF FDTD simulations for the power
radiated through the slot.

The C-TSF and HTSA algorithms result in the same delivered power for the cavity mode resonances TM
and
TM
at 0.97 and 1.45 GHz, respectively. The shift of the
probe wire TEM mode at 1.05 GHz for the HTSA simulations,
compared to the C-TSF simulations and measurements, is
caused by the cubic cells employed in the HTSA simulations,
which can not well model the spatial extent of the SMT resistor
along the -direction. Employing cubic cells in the C-TSF
simulations results in the same shift for the probe wire TEM
mode, but no effect for the cavity and slot resonances. At the
slot resonances at 1.13 and 1.27 GHz, the simulated result from
the HTSA algorithm agrees better with the measurement. The
result from the C-TSF algorithm has a small shift to higher
frequency of 0.7 and 0.3% at 1.13 and 1.27 GHz, respectively.
The power radiated through the slot, shown in Fig. 13, is
calculated from the FDTD simulations by subtracting the
power dissipated in the load from the power delivered by
the source. The results from C-TSF and HTSA simulations
agree. The power radiated through the slot is approximately
8, 50, 40, 48, and 25% of the available power at 0.97, 1.13,
1.27, 1.37, and 1.45 GHz, respectively. The C-TSF simulations
result in a shift of 1 and 0.4% to higher frequency for the slot
resonances at 1.13 and 1.27 GHz, respectively, as compared
to the HTSA simulated results. For the slot resonance levels,
the C-TSF simulations and HTSA simulations agree well. In
the HTSA simulations, the result incorporating zero slot depth
shows little discernible difference of resonance frequencies
from the result incorporating 0.05 cm modeled slot depth.
As a result, the difference in the slot resonance frequencies
between the HTSA and C-TSF implementation of the slot is
attributed to the former being a 3-D, and the latter a 2-D
formulation.
V. CONCLUSION
Two subcellular thin-slot algorithms are employed with the
FDTD method in this study to model an electrically thin
slot without refining the mesh in the vicinity of the slot.
For plane-wave scattering from a 3-D finite plate and 3D loaded cavity, both C-TSF and HTSA algorithms yield
nearly identical results. Plane-wave scattering from an infinite

conducting plane with a finite-length slot is also studied using
both C-TSF and HTSA algorithms. For this case, a scatteredfield formulation and Liao ABC’s are used. Double-precision
arithmetic is employed to avoid instabilities associated with
the Liao ABC’s.
Published measured data is used to study the accuracy of
the C-TSF, and the comparison is found to be good up to
5 GHz for the geometry investigated. Beyond 5 GHz, the
FDTD cell size is larger than one-twentieth of the wavelength,
and this coarse cell resolution is believed to be the cause
of discrepancy. The HTSA algorithm produced results very
similar to those produced using the C-TSF algorithm. FDTD
results employing HTSA and C-TSF for power delivered to
and radiated from an enclosure with a thin slot also compare
well with measurements. Results for the C-TSF method are
presented for slot width to length ratios of
. The ratio of the slot width to FDTD cell size corre(where
sponding to these results is
is the FDTD mesh dimension). Over this range, fields
outside the slot agree well with either experimental results, or
with HTSA results. As a consequence, the C-TSF algorithm
is expected to yield reasonably good results over a wide range
of
and
.
There are several trade-offs between the C-TSF and HTSA
algorithms. The C-TSF algorithm has the advantage that it
is straight-forward to implement, and requires only a single
computation of an elliptic integral of the first kind above the
standard Yee FDTD method. The HTSA approach, by contrast,
is significantly more complicated to implement than the CTSF. A significant advantage of the HTSA algorithm, however,
is the ability to model finite-thickness conductors with an
equivalent antenna radius. The C-TSF algorithm by contrast
is formulated only for conducting planes. This fundamental
difference results in a shift of C-TSF predicted half-wavelength
resonance frequencies to higher frequency. The shift is only
resonances (
), and is typically less than
for lower
1%. In general, from an EMI perspective this slight shift for
slot resonances is not a significant disadvantage. The shift is
not so great for the affected s that a clock harmonic might
occur at a resonance frequency indicated by simulations and
not the experimental situation, i.e., predicting a problem where
one does not exist. Conversely, the shift is not so great that a
problem might occur and not be predicted.
The HTSA algorithm requires several additional multiplications and additions per FDTD cell in modeling a slot than the
standard Yee algorithm (with no slot). Additional memory to
store the equivalent magnetic currents modeling the slot is required as well. The C-TSF algorithm requires storage for the
in the slot, but no additional arithmetic operations over the Yee
algorithm (with no slot). In both cases, however, any additional
requirements for modeling a slot along one dimension are
inconsequential relative to the run time (arithmetic operations)
and memory of the overall FDTD algorithm in the 3-D space
being modeled. As a practical consequence, differences in
computational complexity between the HTSA and C-TSF
algorithm for modeling thin slots is not a consideration.
Finally, the stability properties of the HTSA and C-TSF algorithms differ. No instabilities with the C-TSF algorithm have
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been encountered in a large number of different simulations
employing second-order Mur and PML ABC’s [7]. However,
the HTSA algorithm is more sensitive and susceptible to
instabilities.
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